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eading towards the province of
KwaZulu Natal, I thought the
Brake & Tyre Watch team might
be wasting its time trying to
impart into the KZN cops
the knowledge and will to remove
unroadworthy trucks from the roads.
After all, this was the province where
a policy of Zero Tolerance to traffic
transgressions has been in force for
many years. Surely then we would be
‘talking to the converted’ as it were.
The surprise came firstly during the
first day’s theoretical training when
we found the level of knowledge
around trucks was not as high as we
expected it to be. Sure there were
some among the close to 100 cops
who attended the training who were
up with things, but there were
many who were hearing things
like slack adjusters and brake
boosters for the first time. That’s
OK. It’s what the project is there
for and our team of trainers was
more than happy with imparting
knowledge.
The big surprise, however, came the
next day when at the end of a day
of taking trucks off the road, putting
them on the brake roller tester and
checking underneath for braking
and other faults, a total of 11 out
of 12 trucks tested were served with
Discontinuation of Service notices.
Towards the end of the day, a bus
was also brought in for testing and
it too failed. So, out of 13 vehicles

KZN
ZERO
TOLERANCE
The FleetWatch Brake &
Tyre Watch team visited
Pietermaritzburg a few
months ago expecting
to find pristine trucks
operating on the roads
of the Zero Tolerance
province. Not so writes
Patrick O’Leary - who
also took the pics.

1 How can anybody not secure
batteries in a country like South Africa
where they steal anything? And take
a look at those loose components just
waiting to fall off the truck and hit into a
vehicle behind. It’s all so tatty!
2 Bridgestone’s Bester Betha (left),
one of our passionate Brake & Tyre
Watch partners, explains to a group of
KZN cops how to use a tyre tread death
indicator and the importance of good
tyre maintenance to road safety.
3 Sintered metal bush is badly
worn. The S-cam is already jumping off
the roller and touching the brake drum
braking surface. Brakes? No ways!
tested, 12 were taken off the road
as being unfit for service.
The point is that some of these
were so blatantly unroadworthy
that they could have been
spotted as being so from miles
away. So why were they driving on
the roads – and more so, why in
the province where Zero Tolerance
reigns?
I do not want to level harsh
criticism at the KZN cops for we have
found the same thing wherever we
have been – and that, of course, is
the objective of Brake & Tyre Watch,
to change things by empowering
the cops. But the observation lends
credence to the fact that there is a
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5 A brake roller test reading seen all
too often. Irregular braking with sufficient
braking on the right axle and nothing on
the left. But things get even worse. Look at
the pic bottom left. No brakes at all. This is
criminal – and we see it all too often.

7 A new booster is fitted but the
pushrod is too long and now the brake
setting is wrong. Don’t mechanics see
things like this? And look at that dirt
encrusted slack adjuster.
7
huge lack of knowledge among traffic
officials - throughout the country when it comes to trucks.
In all the provinces we have
been, the trainees have had little
idea about load sensing valves, data
plates, mud flap positions, height of
under run bumpers, slack adjusters.
You name it, the knowledge is not
there. The cops have been literally
flabbergasted when we show them
things on the underside.
This is a training gap that urgently
needs filling for even if they don’t
put the unit over the brake roller
test, the underside of a combination
is sometimes mind boggling and
what we often see is enough

to frighten the living daylights
out of you. Take a look at the
accompanying photographs over the
next few pages and see if you agree.
As mentioned in our Bloemfontein
report, we have been hesitant in
the past to name operators whose
trucks are blatantly unroadworthy
in line with our thoughts that
Brake & Tyre Watch is a training and
education exercise rather than a
naming and shaming one. However,
enough exposure has been given
to bad trucks to educate even the
most hardened and non-caring
transgressor. So that policy no longer
applies – as you will see over the next
pages. q

4 Does anyone know what is
going on here? What a mess! Spot
this and you know this truck will
be unroadworthy. It’s a sure sign of
neglect.
6

6 Getting under the trucks is
where you’ll find the real faults – as
the KZN cops did.

Thanks to our partners
It just doesn’t happen without our partners
and I like to once again say a huge thanks
to our long-time partners Bridgestone
and Wabco for giving of their time and
expertise to empower the traffic officials.
HCV was also with us again and for this
Pietermaritzburg exercise, we were joined by
the N3TC which is always trying to improve
safety standards along its road as well as
by Freightliner Mitsubishi FUSO, a division
of Mercedes-Benz SA and its two dealers,
Garden City Commercials Pietermaritzburg
and NMIDSM Commercial Pinetown. Our
top trailer expert Wolfgang Lehmann was
once again there imparting his years of
knowledge as was Dave Scott, who joined us
as a trainer for the first time. Thanks is such
a small word when compared to the effort
put in so let me shout it out – THANKS!!!!
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9 There is no need to lock the filler
cap to prevent fuel loss through theft.
This operator is losing diesel through
the leaks at the cap anyway. Spot
this and you just know you’ll have an
unroadworthy truck on your hands.
10 Everything is wrong here. It’s the
wrong booster at the front; the slack
adjuster setting is wrong and note how
the T-rubber is moving out of spring
housing.

12 One of our enthusiastic and
passionate partner trainers, Wabco’s
Keir Guild, shows the cops yet another
fault on a miscreant truck. Judging by
the look on the face of the cop on the
right, it was something pretty bad.

11

11 Expired license disc but the truck it
belonged to was still operating on the road.
Are some transport operators out there totally
ignorant or do they have no fear of being caught
for their illegal activities? Thanks to Brake & Tyre
Watch, that truck was taken off the road where
it belongs.
16

12

14 Bridgestone’s Romano Daniels,
a road safety champion who has been
an avid partner of Brake & Tyre Watch
since its inception, takes time out to
make friends with the cops.
15

16 The N3TC is a truly committed road
safety champion and joined us on our
Pietermaritzburg exercise as a partner. Here
Con Roux, commercial manager for N3TC
(right) is seen with FleetWatch correspondent
Dave Scott, another champion for road safety
in his own right.
17

13

15 Our traditional ‘boeri rolls’
were as popular as ever.
13 Terence Bowren of Bridgestone
goes through the Brake & Tyre Watch
vehicle check list with the cops to
ensure all has been filled in correctly.

17 Amazing! Why spend good
money on a new load sensing valve
when it is not connected?
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It’s all about joining hands
to make our roads safer.
18 The underside of this truck hasn’t
seen a washbay for ages. Too busy
making money perchance?
18

21

12 out of 13 vehicles
now off the road 11 trucks, 1 bus...

19

21 Licence and COF discs removed
from unroadworthy trucks. That was the
order of the day.
19 Just because the truck carries
scrap bins doesn’t mean to say it must
look like the cargo.
20 This operator really cares about
the state of his trucks and road safety.
Yeah sure! Get him out of here.

22 This is what you call “VROT”.
Don’t suppose the owner’s private
Mercedes-Benz looks anything like this.
Note that piece of scrap pipe waiting to
fall through the rotten tipper deck into
the windscreen of an oncoming vehicle.
Death lurks in many ways in these
clap-traps.

23 It’s cheers and smiles from the
cops and our Brake & Tyre Watch
partners after a hard but successful
two days of learning and hauling trucks
off the road. It’s all about joining hands
to make our roads safer. In this case,
12 out of 13 vehicles – 11 trucks and
one bus – were taken off the road. Way
to go!
23

20
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1 Worn sintered metal bush.
Loose camshaft. Big braking problem
and seems to happen more and more
because of ignorance in the workshop.
4

2 This transporter doesn’t seem to
realize how important shocks on an air
suspension are. He might as well go back
to steel suspension if he doesn’t care.
5

3 Why is it that so many components
on trucks are held together by wire? This
is a typical case of ‘n boer maak a plan. It
might work but it is far from best practise.
6

5 Booster and housing are
“kissing” each other.

6 Electrical wire spaghetti mess
with possible loss of light at night time.

4 An accident in the making.

8

One of the lessons we try to

impart to traffic officials during
our Brake & Tyre Watch training
is not to look at the mere
outside of a vehicle in order
to deem it roadworthy or
not. Rather look below
the surface. Go beyond
the validity of the vehicle
and driver licences and get
underneath the vehicle to spot
the real faults. Some trucks look
great from the outside but are
rotten under the surface. These
photographs show a host of
faults on one truck found only
when we put it on the pit and
took the traffic officials under the
vehicle to have a look. No need
to add, this truck was taken off
the road with a Discontinuation
of Service notice. As these
photographs show, it was a real
dog!

7

7 Typical South African transport
maintenance problem: Different size
boosters fitted to the same axle.

8 Wrong slack adjuster setting and
a bolt is used to stop the slack adjuster
from sliding off. No circlip but wire.
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neglect
of tyres

1 Inner tyre on a set of twins missing.
You see this more and more and no-one
believes that it causes bearing wear as
well as irregular tyre wear. One can only
hope this was an emergency to get the
truck home! But still not right.
2

Our resident Brake & Tyre Watch
tyre expert Marcus Haw takes a look
at some of the tyre faults found on
trucks tested at Pietermaritzburg.
While some of the faults are not
life-threatening, they are costing
the operator money and in all cases
show general neglect on the part
of the operator towards correct
maintenance procedures for his
fleet.
5

2 The wear on this tyre is the result
of lateral drag through cornering. Super
single tyres take enormous stress during
turning.

6

4

4 The tread fitted to this tyre by the
retreader is too narrow for the casing.
The result of this is that the belt edges
are placed under stress and a flex point
develops where it was never intended
to be. The tyre will be prematurely
scrapped. Two reasons exist for the
practice: one being that the retreader
has run out of stock of the correct width
tread and the other is to make some
extra profit. Tread rubber is sold by
weight so if the retreader sells a narrow
tread, it weighs less than the wide one
but the buyer will pay for the full size
usually fitted to that size casing. Crooks
exist in all industries and while what
you see here happens far too often, the
real professional retreaders don’t do
this. Compare the flush tread to casing
fit in the last photograph to the previous
mess. That’s how it should be.
5 Here is a severely underinflated
tyre fitted to a steer position. When the
tyre overheats and fails and the vehicle
heads into the mielies, the owner will
blame the tyre instead of his own poor
maintenance and staff discipline.

3
3 More tearing from lateral stress
on a super single tyre. The tyre must be
removed from service before it throws its
tread and belt all over the highway.

6 This tyre has been repaired in a
non-repairable area and the repair has
failed. The repairer has obviously not
been trained and the transporter doesn’t
care what goes on his vehicles.
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‘I was very
scared’
says driver

Would you drive this wreck? No! But the
owner gets some poor driver to do so.
These pictures below show the sorry state
of just one of the trucks that were pulled
off. Look at the state of the cab. The trailer
was in an equally dismal state. This truck
was served a Discontinuation of Service
notice. May its owner hang his head in
shame at letting this death trap operate
on the same roads on which our families
travel. The pictures don’t need captions.
They tell the story fully. It is this type of
rubbish that FleetWatch and its Brake &
Tyre Watch partners are trying to get off
our roads through empowering the cops.
May it never return to our roads.

“How did you feel driving this truck from Johannesburg,” I asked the driver.
It was an old Freightliner which had just been on the brake roller tester where it
failed dismally. No brakes to speak of. “I was very scared but especially down Van
Reenen’s pass,” he replied. “But how did you brake down the pass?” I asked. “I
used the engine brake. There was a lot of shuddering when I used the brakes,”
he replied. Take a look at the photographs of this Virannas rig. If the door is
held closed with a sliding lock more suitable for toilets and the window handle
is but a mere piece of bent metal, then how much more can be wrong? Well.
Everything. We’re surprised the driver didn’t kill himself by using the cab step
which was loose and wobbly. I nearly fell off it climbing into the disgusting cab.
We didn’t test the lights but they probably didn’t work well either judging by the
look of the holders which were all skewered. The driver said he was taking it from
Johannesburg to Durban to get some repairs done. Then why was it carrying a
load and why was it on the road in this state. It should have been behind a towtruck not driving as a legal entity on the same roads that our families and other
truck drivers travel on. It’s a disgrace. Shame on you Virannas.
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